DATA SHEET

EBS Future State Analysis Workshop
Available 100% remotely as needed, using best practices for remote engagement.

Many enterprises have been hesitant about moving their business-critical applications to the cloud due to concerns
around how much value they will get from the migration. Meanwhile, many EBS users believe that it would be difficult to
replicate the customizations from their EBS solution in the cloud. So, how do you know if a cloud migration is the next
best step for your business? Enter Apps Associates’ EBS Future State Analysis Workshop.

The Guidance You Need – Without The Sales Pitch
Through an unbiased analysis of your current EBS environment and business needs, Apps Associates’
EBS Future State Analysis Workshop is designed to provide you with a roadmap tailored to your
business’ specific needs and requirements. This workshop allows you to engage with Oracle experts,
and explore multiple cloud options, without having to face a potential sales pitch or risk being sold on
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a new Oracle contract. Specifically, the workshop will offer:

• An assessment of your Oracle EBS footprint and expert analysis on whether a move
to the cloud is right for your business,

• Recommendations tailored to your business needs on options to move to the cloud,
if that is right for your business.

• Education on SaaS-based options available as alternatives to your on-premise applications
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Our team will work with your IT and business end users –across Finance, HR, Supply Chain, Reporting,
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Sales and more– to get a 360-degree view of your existing tech environment and challenges. Our
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team will put together a meeting schedule that best fits your needs and work style, as this workshop
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can be successfully executed 100% remotely. With ultra-personalized recommendations around the
upgrade, integration, implementation or transition process, your team will leave the workshop fully
equipped with the tools you need to move forward on your journey to the cloud.
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Skip The Demos And Get Down To Your Business
Our Oracle experts will meet with your team in order to determine your next best step when it comes to the future of your EBS
environment. Regardless of whether you choose to pursue a cloud migration or remain with your on-premise Oracle solution, this
workshop requires no prerequisite credentials to participate and is offered on a rolling basis, so we’re there when you need us. Here’s
how it works:

Introductions & Interviews

Receive Full Diagnostics Report

Migration Workshop

Presentations

Discuss your current EBS state
with our experts, including current
apps/modules, integrations,
reporting & more.

Recieve deeper understanding
of the entire EBS system, using
Apps proprietary diagnostics tools,
Watchdog and Bloodhound.

Work with Apps’ experts to
prepare migration deliverables
and conduct a dry run
with our sponsors.

Apps will present its findings
for your business including
phasing, approach, change
management & more.
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Focused on What Your Business Needs
Following the workshop, Apps Associates’ experts will provide you with a roadmap to

Our Strategic Partners:

move to the cloud, based on addressing your organization’s most critical needs first.
For some customers, the decision may be to migrate the entire application’s footprint to
Oracle Cloud Applications, and Apps will recommend ways to approach this migration.
In other cases, the customer may decide to remain on EBS for a period of time, and the

If immediate cloud adoption is not in your company’s best interest, a phased approach
to implementation will allow you to mitigate risk, while working with a focused rollout
team to improve and solidify the process. We’ll also take the time to discuss potential
EBS upgrades, and the best support options available with Oracle and third parties.
Cloud isn’t one size fits all – it’s a highly sensitive, personalized choice for your
company. Whether staying on-premise, upgrading to Oracle EBS R12 or developing a
hybrid cloud
migration and managed services support, and have strong partnerships with some
of the leading technology and software providers. We’ve completed 480+ successful
cloud implementations and migrations with zero downtime, so our team has your back
– no matter your cloud platform.
To learn more about how Apps Associates can help guide your team to the EBS solution
that’s right for your business’ future, visit us online here, or call +1.855.466.5066.

About Apps Associates
Apps Associates is the recognized industry leader for migrating and managing Oracle-to-the-Cloud. With
thousands of engagements, Apps Associates brings the knowledge, flexibility and relentless customer-first
focus companies rely upon to help them move to the cloud and solve their most strategic and complex
business challenges. Acting as an extension of customers’ IT teams, Apps Associates delivers breadth of
services and dependability along with unparalleled agility and ROI. Longstanding customers such as Edwards
Vacuum, Brooks Automation, Hologic and Take Two Interactive turn to Apps Associates as their trusted partner
for the management of critical business needs, providing strategic consulting and managed services for
Oracle, Amazon Web Services, Salesforce, integration, analytics and hybrid cloud infrastructure.
To learn more about how Apps Associates can guide your team to the EBS solution that’s right for your
business’ future, click here or follow Apps Associates on social media Twitter and LinkedIn.
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